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Abstract: With the flexible architecture that cloud computing provides, data along with resources may be distributed across numerous 

diverse places as well as accessed by different industries. As well, the internet of things (IoT) has pointedly upgraded since cloud 

computing was combined. Cloud computing is becoming a viable technological and financial option for supporting both real-time along 

with non-real-time data in an IoT environment. However, the cloud rapid shift brought up a several security issues. Old security actions 

don't instantly spread over to cloud-rooted systems along with can be inadequate. The online monitoring of security attacks is addressed 

in this work, and several machines learning along with deep learning algorithms. Additionally, a few cryptographic-related authentication 

methods are explored. This paper identifies key research needs in the IoT-based cloud architecture after presenting the technological 

obstacles noted in the earlier studies. This paper presents future research prospects to avoid and mitigate cybersecurity risks in cloud 

computing based on the review completed. 
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1. Introduction 

This research discusses the security as well as 

administration problems with both cloud computing (CC) 

along with big data (BD) transferred from the IoT. This 

work then discusses how CC benefits IoT-based BD in 

order to close a knowledge break in the area of their 

integration with respect to security as well as privacy [1]. 

However, by fusing IoT technologies with CC, their 

development may be accelerated. IoT Cloud, often known 

as Cloud IoT, is a new branch of computing as a result. In 

other words, the cloud infrastructure stores and processes 

the data acquired by IoT technologies, relieving them of 

the problem of limited resources [2]. One of the biggest 

problems is security as IoT-linked devices carry on to 

expand quickly. Owing to online devices, the clever grid is 

exposed to serious attacks. An IoT-based clever grid 

provides the biggest attack surface for an IoT cyberattack 

since it comprises multiple nodes [3].  

Several security issues along with challenges were raised 

as a result of the fast switch to the cloud. In spite of the 

frequent practice as well as dissemination of numerous 

cyber weapons, problems along with security issues with 

cloud platforms have been lectured during the last three 

years. In order to solve industrial security concerns in the 

cloud, deep learning (DL) has undergone rapid growth in 

artificial intelligence (AI) [4].  

A diverse united network resource managing method 

rooted on data security transmission is proposed [5] as a 

solution to the problems with big mistakes and bad security 

in the IoT as well as in the traditional information 

transmission mechanisms based on CC. Amid further 

security problems, dependable device-to-device Among 

direct connection is a vital study part in the IoT sensor 

cloud system application. Through a secure joining among 

two IoT devices without the need for a medium agent, the 

access control mechanism may assure dependability. It 

principally calls for a two-pronged method that involves 

mutual authentication along with the creation of session 

keys [6]. 

Although machine learning (ML) methods may be 

effective in securing CC networks, there are still issues that 

must be resolved before they are widely used. Researchers 

as well as practitioners may create further effective 

techniques for securing their systems in a world that is 

becoming more linked by having a better understanding of 

the promise and limits of ML approaches to network 

security. By using ML methods, network security for big 

data in CC may be improved. ML algorithms may examine 

big amounts of data to look for patterns, oddities, along 

with potential security risks [7]. A framework that depicts 

deciding on the IoT cloud as an MCDM difficulty presents 

an optimal efficacy solution with an emphasis on user-

specific priorities to develop particular solutions for 

volatile user demands along with agile market trends with 

their desires [8]. This framework uses an optimized 

distance-based approach (DBA) supported by fuzzy set 

theory. The rest organization is as follows Section 2 

reviews some IoT cloud computing security issues and 

section 3 concludes the work. 
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2. Literature Review 

This section reviews some IoT based cloud attack security, 

Denial of Service (DoS) attack, spoofing attack, port 

scanning attack, botnet attack and other security issues in 

cloud. Also, some of the approaches are reviewed in the 

table 1. 

2.1. IoT based cloud attack Security in IoT-Based 

Cloud Computing 

Yu et al. [9] shows that their plan has significant security 

flaws. A DoS attack might compromise the scheme. We 

provide a better authentication as well as key agreement 

system for an IoT-based CC environment to address these 

issues. There was informal security analysis, automatic 

security verification (ProVerif), and BAN-logic 

verification. The findings demonstrate the security and 

robustness of our approach against all known threats.                                                                                                

Zhou et al. [10] provide an authentication method for cloud 

servers and IoT-based infrastructures. In order to achieve 

the highest efficiency, the authentication method uses 

lightweight crypto-modules like the one-way hash function 

along with exclusive-or action. It not only lessens the 

computational strain but also qualifies the proposed 

approach for items with restricted resources, such sensors 

or IoT gadgets. The formal verification that Proverif offers 

ensures the proposed authentication scheme's security 

robustness. 

Wang et al. [11] highlights a IoT-based CC authentication 

mechanism. This offers a three-factor authentication 

system that makes use of chaotic maps. The Diffie-

Hellman key exchange based on Chebyshev chaos is 

employed to establish the session key. The session key also 

comprises a long-term secret. It guarantees that the system 

is safe from any potential session key disclosure threats. 

Additionally, this strategy properly updates local user 

passwords. It offers mutual authentication as well as 

session key agreement, according to a logical proof. By 

employing the random oracle model, the recognized study 

demonstrates the semantic security of the system.  

Martínez-Peláez et al. [12] claim that their protocol is safe 

and can withstand widely used attacks. However, when 

assessed the protocol, the work discovered certain flaws 

and security vulnerabilities that rendered the system 

vulnerable. In order to improve security, this work makes 

the login, mutual authentication, and key agreement stages. 

Additionally, a section called "evidence of connection 

attempt" that shows that both the server and the user were 

involved. The approach improves on earlier efforts by 

meeting security standards and withstanding well-known 

threats. 

 

2.2 Denial of service attack Security in IoT-Based 

Cloud     

Computing 

Salim et al. [13] discusses several detection and mitigation 

techniques that are only applicable to attacks on the cloud 

environment, such as distributed DoS (DDoS) attacks on 

all-purpose servers along with botnet attacks. The IoT 

layer, or cloud layer, is the focus of current surveys. A 

thorough approach was made with this study, including 

both generic DDoS attack motives as well as precise 

motives why invaders use IoT devices for DDoS attacks. 

The tools for deploying botnet-defected IoT devices for 

DDoS attacks on the cloud layer, along with several attack 

techniques to compromise IoT devices are described.  

Syed et al. [14] provide an application-layer DoS attack 

discovery background for the Message Queuing Telemetry 

Transport (MQTT) protocol. The system was evaluated 

using real-world, protocol-compliant DoS attack scenarios. 

A ML -based discovery framework was created for the 

MQTT protocol to defend the MQTT message brokers 

against such attacks.  

Velliangiri, S et al. [15] provides the DL-based classifier to 

defend against the DDoS attack. Users' service requests are 

gathered as well as categorized as log information. To 

shorten the classifier's training period, several crucial 

characteristics from the log file are selected for 

classification utilized the Bhattacharya distance measure. 

Elephant Herd Optimization (EHO) is modified with the 

Taylor series in this case to create a Taylor-Elephant Herd 

Optimization-rooted Deep Belief Network (TEHO-DBN), 

and the algorithm created as a result is used to train the 

Deep Belief Network (DBN) for the detection of DDoS 

attacks. 

Ogini et al. [16] The resource-constrained IoT devices 

employed in IoT are now relaxed for an attacker to crack 

due to the numerous weak IoT devices with high 

computing power. In order to recognise and stop DDoS 

attacks in the IoT computer environment, this research 

proposed an ensemble ML model utilizing the bagging 

approach. In a ML experiment, the model used data from 

the most recent DDoS attacks (CICDoS 2019).  

2.3 Spoofing attack Security in IoT-Based Cloud      

Computing 

Zaguia et al. [17] described security authorizations, 

encrypted communication routes, as well as device 

authentication, the integrity along with confidentiality of 

medical data. The proposed scheme's communication 

environment, as well as the trust boundary, along with the 

communication devices, such as the "starting" and 

"authentication" processes are also described. Additionally, 

the proposed communication protocols are described in 
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depth, also the symbols along with abbreviations that are 

used throughout the study are fully shown. Communicating 

a body sensor network (BSN) server to register, creating a 

secret key, along with allocating a track sequence number 

are all part of the startup procedure. The local processing 

unit (LPU), the BSN server, and the biosensors all need to 

be in secure contact for the proposed systematic 

verification to work. 

Gayathri, et al. [18] described a method for preventing 

DDoS and fake data injection attacks is proposed in order 

to confirm the IoT devices security in the cloud. The 

proposed remedy is grounded on the integration of the 

access control lists (ACL), the Kullback-Leibler distance 

(KLD), along with the moving target defence (MTD) 

methods. The ACL as well as MTD strategies are used to 

combat these attacks by toughening the target in addition 

lowering the attack surface. The SNMP along with KLD 

methods are utilized to notice DDoS along with fraudulent 

data sharing attempts.  

Khan et al. [19] discusses security and privacy issues as 

hybrid devices are used by more major organisations. The 

majority of the security techniques along with protocols 

offered by researchers are based on accepted Internet 

security norms. As a fundamental security need for 

protection against unauthorised access, the utmost suitable 

as well as widespread authentication feature for all sorts of 

IoT-based devices was among the top-ranking 

authentication feature categories. AI and ML may also be 

used to identify IoT device vulnerabilities and alert the 

relevant operator or administration for security. 

Shafiq et al. [20] reviewed the most advanced IoT security 

solutions available today, with a focus on four key areas: 

(1) identifying potential solutions; (2) hand-selecting 

representative attacks; (3) acting a risk study along with 

result; along with (4) ranking keys as per the risks they 

mitigate. The research classified defence systems into five 

major categories by using this framework: DDoS detection 

along with prevention, default password protection, 

encryption techniques, anomaly detection as well as, 

intrusion detection and prevention. Regarding usefulness 

and usability, these solutions are still comparatively 

mature. However, only certain threats are considered in the 

security study, which may or may not be applicable to 

actual deployment. Threat modelling should be included in 

appropriate IoT security systems along with other 

considerations like resource usage and installation effort. 

2.4 Port Scanning attack Security in IoT-Based Cloud   

Computing 

Moubayed et al. [21] Along with some of the relevant 

material from the literature, a short overview of the 

security along with privacy issues and challenges that 

contemporary cloud-based networks are experiencing is 

offered. There is a description of the SDP idea, 

architecture, potential applications, and difficulties. An 

SDP-rooted framework with a client-gateway architecture 

is provided, and its result is assessed for a use case 

involving an internal corporate scenario on a virtualized 

network testbed. The findings of the performance study 

demonstrate that, although requiring more time during 

initial connection establishment, the SDP-secured network 

is resistant to port scanning and DoS attacks. 

Eskandari et al. [22] introduced Pass ban, a sophisticated 

intrusion detection system (IDS) capable of safeguarding 

linked IoT devices. The proposed result is that it can be 

installed straight on relatively inexpensive IoT gateways, 

fully using the brink computing paradigm to recognise 

cyberthreats as near to the relevant data sources as feasible. 

This work show that Passban can accurately and with very 

few false positives identify a variability of malicious 

traffic, HTTP also SSH brute force, SYN flood attacks as 

well as such as port scanning. 

Rachit et al. [23] made a thorough analysis that identifies 

the hazards associated with the IoT system, security 

protocols, also measures offered in current years, with an 

emphasis on the forthcoming IoT security issues. This 

study provides a modernized evaluation of the IoT 

architecture and the standards also protocols suggested for 

the next generation of IoT systems. In accordance with IoT 

security needs, a comparison of the existing security 

models, standards, and protocols is given. Since doing so 

safeguards the hardware, software, and data from a variety 

of dangers and assaults, this research underlines the 

necessity for uniformity at the level of communication 

along with data audit. This study highlights the need for 

strategies that may be applied to various threat vectors.  

Rashid et al. [24] gave method to protect against along 

with mitigate IoT cyber security risks in a smart city, we 

investigate an attack as well as anomaly discovery 

approach based on ML methods. For performance 

improvement of the detection system, the research also 

investigates ensemble approaches including bagging, 

boosting, and stacking, in contrast to other efforts that have 

concentrated on single classifiers. In addition, it also takes 

into account the cross-validation, feature selection, as well 

as classification of multi-classes for the subject matter 

under discussion. 

2. 5. Botnet attack Security in IoT-Based Cloud 

Computing 

Tzagkarakis et al. [25] suggested ConnSpoiler, a simple 

solution that quickly recognises the stream of 

algorithmically generated domains (AGDs) in order to 

identify IoT-based botnets. ConnSpoiler can operate well 

on IoT devices with limited system resources since it only 

requires a small number of resources to operate. 
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ConnSpoiler has a high likelihood (approximately 94%) of 

identifying infection before the compromised devices 

connect to C&C servers thanks to the use of a potent 

statistical method called threshold random walk (TRW), 

which may assist in stopping further attacks. ConnSpoiler 

also doesn't need additional work to classify harmful 

samples for the training phase since it just needs the benign 

domains to function. 

Meidan et al. [26] forwarded the N-BaIoT approach, a 

cutting-edge network-rooted anomaly discovery technique 

for the IoT that takes network behaviour snapshots as well 

as uses deep auto encoders to find unusual network traffic 

coming from hacked IoT devices. To evaluate the methods, 

this study infected nine commercial IoT devices with 

BASHLITE and the well-known IoT-based botnet Mirai. 

Hosseinpour et al. [27] introduced an artificial immune 

system (AIS)-based distributed and lightweight IDS. The 

cloud, fog, and edge layers are only a few of the three IoT 

structures in which the IDS is deployed. This study uses a 

smart data approach to analyse the intrusion alarms in the 

fog layer. It places the detectors in edge devices at the edge 

layer. In order to provide lightweight and effective 

intrusion detection, smart data is a highly promising 

strategy. It offers a way to identify quiet attacks like botnet 

attacks in IoT-based systems. 

Snehi et al. [28] give a thorough examination of security 

results' vulnerabilities for software-defined cyber-physical 

systems. The article outlines the software-defined cyber-

physical system's architectural components along with 

suggests using fog computing to address a variety of 

weaknesses. CC have been individually assessed for 

security vulnerabilities, with a attention on DDoS and IoT-

based DDoS attacks. 

2.6 Security algorithm in IoT-Based Cloud Computing 

Sajid et al. [29] As the IoT links and enhances the decision 

support system of the whole network, this has several 

advantages right away but also poses a number of key 

challenges that necessity be solved to improve the 

everlasting consistency. In reality, resistance, the 

monitoring of load, and other securityhazards in the cloud 

state presents comparable challenges.  

Refaee et al. [30] proposed a scalable and secure 

architecture for IoT-based healthcare data transfer 

grounded on an optimised routing protocol. The input 

medical data was first gathered via a variety of IoT 

devices, including sensors and wearable technology. 

Through the use of data cleaning and data reduction 

procedures, the raw data is pre-processed. Principal 

component analysis (PCA) and KNN imputation were used 

to lessen the dimensions of the data. The pre-processed 

data was used to extract the features applying modified 

local binary patterns (MLBP). The fuzzy dynamic trust-

based RPL (FDT-RPL) protocol enhances the total data 

transmission security by integrating the FDT-RPL 

algorithm with the butter ant optimisation (BAO) method 

for low-power as well as lossy networks. 

Patil et al. [31] gives the need for authenticity, anonymity, 

and security above accessibility, this effort combined 

encryption with access management. The article proposed 

a ML-based technique for safe cloud data storage. The 

Huffman algorithm, which reduces text data size along 

with storage, resource consumption, or transmission 

power, was first used to compress the data. In light of this, 

the compressed data is encrypted using a cutting-edge 

cryptographic method. The data is encrypted using this 

technique before being uploaded to the cloud. Then, by 

suggesting a Gaussian Kernel Radial Basis Function 

Neural Network optimised for the Weighted Chimp 

Algorithm, the malicious intent in the cloud platform is 

discovered. This malicious code poses a serious danger to 

individuals and businesses since it may propagate over 

cloud platform infrastructures. The proposed technique 

successfully locates harmful malware in the cloud. The 

proposed approach is contrasted with several approaches 

already in use, including Ciphertext Policy-Attribute Based 

Encryption (CP-ABE), Fully Homomorphic Encryption 

(FHE), as well as Quasi Modified Levy Flight Distribution 

Reversed Sheamir Algorithm (QMLFD-RSA). 

Deepika et al. [32] employs an expanded zigzag image 

encryption technique with a higher tolerance for data 

attacks to classify diseases using image processing in a 

secure CC environment. For successful picture 

categorization, a fuzzy convolutional neural network 

(FCNN) technique was also given. With many layers of 

training, the decrypted pictures are utilized to classify the 

various stages of cancer. Following categorization, the 

findings were sent to the patients and clinicians who need 

them for further therapy. 

Table 1: IoT Cloud Security Approaches Review 

Ref.No Methodology Advantages Limitations 

Ahmed et al. 

[33] 

The multi-cloud and Internet of 

Things (IoT) integration 

framework 

Analyze the effectiveness of 

this assault in an IoT. 

Cannot be used to 

manage malicious 

insiders. 
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Zhu et al. 

[34] 

Short signature algorithm (ZSS 

signature), trusted third party 

(TPA) 

CC is mostly used by the IoT to 

increase its compute and 

storage capacity. 

It still has some security 

issues. 

Kaur et al. 

[35] 

DPTCM k-nearest neighbor 

method (DPTCM-KNN)  

Accuracy, memory use, attack 

detection efficiency, 

processing, and network 

overheads are all improved. 

It is less real-time 

effective.  

Syed, Naeem 

Firdous [36] 

Message Queuing Telemetry 

Transport (MQTT) 

Refrain from using 

compromised IoT devices to 

conduct further cyberattacks. 

It is important to 

consider battery use 

restrictions brought on 

by message delays, 

message loss, and 

message retransmissions. 

Abdullayeva, 

Fargana J. 

[37] 

Principal Component Analysis High the efficiency of data 

clustering. 

It has limitations with 

battery usage, message 

delays. 

Hussain et 

al. [38] 

IoT, Architecture, Security 

Policies, Privacy, Cyber Security 

challenges, along with 

countermeasures 

Since the IoT may operate 

without human intervention, 

security issues are more 

difficult to solve. 

Does not apply for real 

time. 

Alkhamisi, 

Khalid [39] 

Describe and examine the many 

security and privacy issues the 

IoT-based ecosystem faces. 

This method is more secure, 

and productive. 

Still this work has some 

security issues. 

Aboti, 

Chiragkumar 

D [40] 

Authentication mechanism to 

mitigate cyber risks. 

Cyber security is achieved. Since security is a top 

priority in it, this 

technology needs to be 

implemented with extra 

care. 

Jadhav, 

Ravi, and 

Harshad 

Ithape [41] 

Blockchain technologies Works with IoT security  No real-time  

Pothuganti, 

Swathi. [42] 

Review of some arising 

technology 

The use of CC technology has 

greatly improved, and it is now 

widely accepted in both public 

and private settings. 

- 

Nasir et al. 

[43] 

BTC_SIGBDS (Blockchain-

powered, Trustworthy, 

Collaborative, Signature-based 

Botnet Detection System) 

Detects the intrusion Still have some 

limitations with battery 

life, memory etc. 

Kalidindi et 

al. [44] 

Deep Stack Encoder Neural 

Network  

As more sensors, devices, apps, 

databases, services, and people 

are connected, advancements 

result. 

 

Future intensifications 

will alter the amount of 

input, output, and hidden 

layer neurons to further 

improve accuracy.  

Ganapathy, 

Sannasi [45] 

A Chinese Remainder Theorem 

(CRT). 

Security threat in CC and the 

IoT areas is identified. 

Has computational 

complexity. 
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3. Conclusion 

In conclusion, the current study has shown the security 

difficulties associated with IoT and the integration of cloud 

infrastructure. The issues in this sector need the attention of 

many scholars and practitioners. To overcome some of the 

difficulties, new technologies, including certain computer 

technologies, will be included. However, there is a need to 

provide more effective and safe cryptographic solutions for 

the IoT's dynamic addressing field. In addition to 

standardization and periodic audits, the specific suggestion 

calls for the implementation of other good practices. As the 

number of IoT-enabled devices grows, it is crucial to 

handle the security issues that arise in order to guarantee 

data integrity along with confidentiality, in addition to 

system as well as data availability. 
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